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Fast Substrate Noise Aware Floorplanning
for Mixed Signal SOC Designs

Minsik Cho and David Z. Pan

Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a novel substrate noise estima-
tion technique during early floorplanning for mixed signal system-on-chip
(SOC), based on block preference directed graph (BPDG). Given a set of
analog and digital blocks, BPDG is constructed based on their inherent
noise characteristics to capture the preferred relative locations for sub-
strate noise minimization. For each instance of floorplan in sequence pair
or -tree, we efficiently count the number of violations against BPDG
which correlates remarkably well with accurate but computation-intensive
substrate noise modeling. Thus, our BPDG-based model can guide fast sub-
strate noise-aware floorplanning and layout optimization for mixed signal
SOC. Our experimental results show that the proposed approach is sig-
nificantly faster than conventional full-blown substrate model-based floor-
planning.

Index Terms— -Tree, floorplanning, mixed signal system-on-chip
(SOC), physical synthesis, preference directed graph, sequence pair,
substrate noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing demand for wireless and telecommunication application
is driving tighter integration of multiple heterogeneous components
[e.g., front end RF circuit, mixed signal circuits, and high speed dig-
ital positioning system (DPS)] into a single system-on-chip (SOC). As
such components can degrade the performance or cause failure by in-
terfering with each other, it has to be optimized during layout planning
[1]. A major interference is the substrate noise caused by large amount
of switching activities in high speed digital cores to analog/RF com-
ponents, degrading the reliability and performance of these sensitive
analog/mixed signal/RF Intellectual Properties (IPs) [2]. Such substrate
noise is becoming a growing concern due to higher clock frequency,
more accurate analog precision, deeper technology scaling, and tighter
integration of analog blocks with digital blocks [3]–[5].

Although abundant amount of works have been done in modeling
and simulation of substrate noise [2], [3], [5]–[11], none of them are
suitable to guide substrate noise optimization in floorplanning due to
high computational expense or limited application. Therefore, there
is not much in the literature on substrate noise optimization in early
floorplanning stage. Mitra et al. [12] presented a substrate-aware
mixed signal macrocell placement with electrothermal-like substrate
model [13]. Lin et al. [14] incorporated substrate noise minimization
into placement based on a semi-empirical model [11]. Kao et al. [15]
presented a constraint driven placement to address substrate noise
in mixed signal designs. The substrate noise estimation techniques
in these works, however, either suffer from low accuracy or high
complexity. Blakiewicz et al. [16] proposed a floorplanning algorithm
with a more scalable substrate noise model, but still it requires sig-
nificant computational overhead to evaluate the substrate noise as a
floorplanning cost.
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Fig. 1. Compact substrate noise model in [5]. (a) Macromodel for the substrate
based two-port lumped resistor network; (b) two different size blocks with sep-
aration � and relative position �.

In this paper, we propose a novel concept of block preference di-
rected graph (BPDG) to overcome the modeling bottleneck for sub-
strate noise-aware floorplanning. Using the proposed theorems to com-
pare floorplan instance in sequence pair or ��-tree against BPDG,
BPDG-based substrate model shows high fidelity to accurate but much
more expensive substrate noise modeling [5]. Thus, it can efficiently
guide substrate noise-aware floorplanning for mixed signal SOC.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Sequence Pair, ��-Tree, and Block Alignment

Sequence pair [17] specifies the geometric relations between each
pair of blocks using two sequences. For example, (..A..B.., ..A..B..)
means that a block A is to the left of a block B, and (..B..A.., ..A..B..)
implies that A is below B. A sequence pair can be translated into a
floorplan by horizontal and vertical constraint graph [17]. Conditions
for block alignments in sequence pair are studied in [18] and [19].
��-tree [20] is an ordered binary tree for floorplan representation.

Given an admissible floorplan, ��-tree keeps the relationship between
two blocks�� and��, by setting�� as either the left child or the right
child of ��, depending on the geometric locations. A skewed ��-tree
is proposed in [21] to satisfy block alignment conditions.

B. Substrate Noise Model

The substrate noise model in [5] is known to be highly scalable
and accurate, so that it can guide floorplanning [22]. However, such
compact model is still expensive in the design optimization inner loop
during floorplanning. Consider a two-port lumped resistor network,
modeling substrate as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The resistance ���

models the coupling between two blocks, and �� and �� model the
coupling from the blocks to the backplane. Then, the following can be
derived from the macromodel:

� �
��� ���

��� ���

�
�

�

�� ���� ���

��� �� ����

(1)

where � � ����� � ����� � ���� and each ��� is as in [5]
and [10]. For example, ��� and ��� are as follows:

��� ���� � � ��� � � ����
�� (2)

��� ��	
��� � �
�� � �� � ���� � 	

��� (3)

where � and � are the area and perimeter of the block, respectively.
��,��,��, and  are process dependent parameters and constant for
given process. As shown in Fig. 1(b), � represents the vertical relative
position of two blocks, and 
 and � are the coefficient of symmetry and
relative position of a merged block. �� is equal to the value of ��� of
a single merged block �� � � � ��.

The coupling gain of the substrate can be calculated from the value
of resistors in the two-port lumped network shown in Fig. 1(a). The
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TABLE I
SUBSTRATE NOISE TABLE

Fig. 2. Block orderings of Table I. (a) Analog block orderings. (b) Digital block
orderings.

coupling gain of �th digital block to �th analog block under a few gi-
gahertz [4], ����� can be given as

����� �
��

�� ����

�
���

��� ���

�
���

���

� (4)

Finally, the total noise from all digital blocks is

������ �
���

���� �
���

����� �
�

�

	��
� � ����
��
�
�
 (5)

where 	��
� and ���
� are power spectral density (PSD) of noise
source and transfer function of noise sensor, respectively.

III. BPDG

The substrate noise model in Section II-B is highly compact, scal-
able, and accurate. However, it is still expensive to compute substrate
noise during simulated annealing-based floorplanning, because every
noise estimation after a movement requires the accurate location of
every block (substrate noise is exponentially sensitive to geometric
distance [5], [10]), whereas area and wirelength can be calculated ap-
proximately. For fast substrate noise estimation, we introduce and de-
scribe a new concept of BPDG in this section. BPDG represents pre-
ferred relative locations of blocks to guide substrate noise-aware floor-
planning. BPDG construction consists of two steps as in the following
subsections.

A. Block Ordering

Since substrate noise is heavily related to the distance between
blocks, the nominal distance is assumed to normalize the effect of dis-
tance. With such fixed distance, the substrate noise purely depends on
frequency coupling and geometric properties like area and perimeter
[5], [10]. Under such condition, a substrate noise on an analog block
� due to a digital block ��, ���� can be computed from (5). Table I
shows an example of substrate noise table between digital blocks
��� ���� and analog blocks �� � 	�.

Based on the substrate noise table, analog blocks can be sorted for
each digital block by the descending order of substrate noise. Consider
the example in Table I. Analog block �, 	, and � can be ordered
by the substrate noise from ��, as ���� � ���	 � ���� �� � � � ��.
The other orderings can be obtained in the same manner as in Fig. 2(a).
These orderings push more noise-sensitive analog blocks to the head
of block orderings. In a similar way, digital blocks can be sorted for
each analog block by the ascending order of substrate noise. All digital
block orderings are shown in Fig. 2(b). This pushes less aggressive
digital blocks to the head of block orderings.

Fig. 3. BPDG built from Table I.

B. BPDG Construction

The key idea behind BPDG is to make less aggressive digital blocks
and less sensitive analog blocks interfaced by finding common block
orders in order to minimize the substrate noise. Algorithm 1 shows how
to construct an analog BPDG and a digital BPDG with analog and dig-
ital block orderings. The reason to create a virtual vertex in Algorithm 1
is to force analog blocks isolated from digital blocks, which is common
in real mixed signal design. Consider the final BPDG in Fig. 3. Since
	 is before� for all analog block orderings in Fig. 2(a), vertices	

and � are inserted into �� (analog BPDG), and connected with a di-
rected edge. Again, vertices �� and �	 are inserted into �� (digital
BPDG), as �� is before �	 for all digital block orderings in Fig. 2(b).

Algorithm 1 BPDG Construction

Input Analog, Digital block orderings �� and ��

1: Analog BPDG �� � �, Digital BPDG �� � �

2: for each common order between � and � in all �� do
3: Add a directed edge from � to � to ��

4: end for
5: for each common order between �� and �� in all �� do
6: Add a directed edge from �� to �� to ��

7: end for
8: Add a virtual vertex �� for �� to ��, and insert directed edges

from all vertices without successors to ��

Output ��

IV. SUBSTRATE NOISE ESTIMATION WITH BPDG

In this section, we propose theorems to efficiently compare a floor-
plan instance in sequence pair or ��-tree against a BPDG. Our theo-
rems count the number of violations in the instance against the prefer-
ences in BPDG. Intuitively, more violations indicate more noise, as an
edge from a block �� to a block �� in the BPDG means that �� must
be closer to the origin (left-bottom corner) than �� for substrate noise
minimization.

A. Sequence Pair With BPDG

In [18], the concept of strictly ahead is defined for block alignment
in a floorplanning with sequence pair. When there is no block between
�� and �� in a floorplan, �� is strictly ahead of ��. Fig. 4(a) shows
a floorplan where �� is strictly ahead of ��� ��� �	 and �
. In fact,
strictly ahead is a necessary condition for two blocks to be abutted. We
extend strictly ahead definition for easier explanation of this section.

Definition �: Given a block �� and a sequence pair, all the blocks
which are both strictly ahead of �� and below (to the left) �� form a
strictly below set (strictly left set) of ��.
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Fig. 4. Floorplan examples.

Definition �: Given a block �� and a sequence pair, any block in a
strictly below or left set of �� and abutting to �� is a reference block
of ��.

In Fig. 4(a), ��, ��, and �� are in the strictly below set of ��,
because they are strictly ahead of �� as well as below ��, and �� is a
reference block of ��. One intuitive property of the reference block is
stated in Theorem 1 referring to [18].

Theorem 1: If a block �� has a non-empty strictly below/left set
�, a reference block �� must exist in � under a completely packed
floorplan.

Proof: For any floorplan, it can be always converted into the com-
pletely packed floorplan by shifting the blocks toward left/bottom di-
rection. For a completely packed floorplan, any block cannot be moved,
as it is abutted and blocked by another block �� which is a reference
block of ��.

Based on Theorem 1, the relative locations of two blocks can be de-
termined. Consider Fig. 4(b), where �� is to the left of �� and �� is a
reference block of��. It can be proved that if a block such as�� exists
below ��, it is guaranteed that �� has a shorter distance to the origin
(0,0) than ��. This key idea to compare the relative locations of two
blocks with a sequence pair is in Theorem 2 by extending Theorems in
[18].

Theorem 2: Let �� be a strictly below set, and �� a strictly left set
of ��, respectively. A block �� is guaranteed to be closer to the left
bottom corner than a block �� under a completely packed floorplan, if
either of the following conditions is satisfied:

1) for any block �� in ��, if a sequence pair ����� �
���������������� ����	����������;

2) for any block �� in ��, if a sequence pair ����� �
���������������� ����	����������.
Proof: For case 1), �� is to the right of �� by �����. Also, ��

is above some reference �� in ��, because �� is above some block in
�� as in Theorem 1. Thus, �� is closer to the left bottom corner than
�� as in Fig. 4(b). Case 2) can be proved similarly with Fig. 4(c).

Thus, when a sequence pair ����� and a BPDG 
 are given, the
preferred relative block location (an edge) in 
 can be examined with
Theorem 2 to see if such preference is held in �����. Theorem 2 can
be further simplified into Theorem 3 with the longest common string
����� search for speedup.

Theorem 3: A block�� is guaranteed to have shorter distance to the
left-bottom corner than a block �� under a completely packed floor-
plan, if either of the following conditions is satisfied:

1) there is no block �� satisfying ������� 	�� � � in a sequence
pair ����� � ���������������� ����	����������;

2) there is no block �� satisfying ������� 	�� � � in a sequence
pair ����� � ���������������� ����	����������.
Proof: Consider a strictly below set �� of �� and a reference

block of��, then�� must be in �� by Theorem 1. For case 1), if there
exists a block in �� (possibly the reference block ��) between �� and
�� in� , it automatically violates Theorem 2. If there does not exist any
block of �� between �� and �� in � , all blocks in �� exist after ��.

Fig. 5. Example of parent-children relationships by different block locations.

Accordingly,�� is to the right of�� in ����� and above the reference
block�� included in ��. Case 2) can be proved in the same manner.

Therefore, we can apply Theorem 3 to efficiently compare geometric
distances from the origin to any two blocks in a sequence pair conser-
vatively without other geometric information. Note that in a real im-
plementation, bitwise-OR can be used instead of ��� computation.

B. ��-Tree With BPDG

In ��-tree, the geometric relationship of blocks is stored in binary
tree. As a block has information only on two child blocks and its parent
block in ��-tree, the following two properties can be identified and
further extended to Theorem 4.

Property �: A parent block �� is guaranteed to have shorter dis-
tance to the left-bottom corner than the right child block �� , but not
always than the left child block ��.

Property �: If a parent block �� is the root, �� is guaranteed to
have shorter distance to the left-bottom corner than the left child block
�� and the right child block �� .

Theorem 4: A block�� is guaranteed to have shorter distance to the
left-bottom corner than a block �� under a completely packed floor-
plan, if a block �� is the left child of ��, and �� is the right child of
��.

Proof: Let the coordinate, width and height of a block �� be
��� ��� ��� ���. As �� is the left child of ��, � � � � �� and
�� � �� � ��. Also, as �� is the right child of ��, � � � and
�� � �� � ��. Thus, � � � and �� � ��. This case is described in
Fig. 5(a).

Due to Property �, the relative location between two blocks �� and
�� cannot be determined if �� is in the left subtree of ��. But, if a
floorplan satisfies a whitespace condition between blocks as in Theo-
rems 5 and 6, we can compare the relative distances of a parent block
and child blocks to the origin.

Theorem 5: If a left child block, �� is abutting to and right above
a block ��, a parent block, �� is guaranteed to have shorter distance
to the left-bottom corner than ��, as long as there is no whitespace
between ��, ��, and ��.

Proof: Let the coordinate, width and height of a block �� be
��� ��� ��� ���. If �� �� �� and � � � � ��, �� is not the left
child of ��, but the right child of the block below �� in a floorplan
without whitespace, as ��-tree construction is performed in the depth
first search (DFS) order [20]. This case is corresponding to Fig. 5(a). If
�� � �� and � � ����,�� has shorter distance to the left-bottom
corner than ��, independently of whether �� is the left child of �� or
not. This case is illustrated in Fig. 5(b) and (c).

Theorem 6: A parent block�� is guaranteed to have shorter distance
to the left-bottom corner than any block�� in the subtree �� which has
�� as a root, as long as there is no whitespace between any two blocks
in ��.

Proof: Any parent has shorter distance to the left-bottom corner
than the right child by Property �. Also, any parent has shorter dis-
tance to the left-bottom corner than the left child by Theorem 5. By
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Fig. 6. Number of violations versus substrate noise. (a) Total 76 violations. (b)
Total 100 violations.

recursively applying Property � and Theorem 5, any block �� in ��
has longer distance to the left-bottom corner than ��.

We can apply Property�, � and Theorem 4, 6 to find violations using
DFS in the ��-tree. As long as any of Property �, � and Theorem 4,
6 is satisfied with a preference in a BPDG, we can conclude that the
preference is not violated. ��-tree is not as efficient as sequence pair
for BPDG due to both repeated DFS search and multiple conditions
to check. This is because ��-tree by nature does not provide an easy
way to calculate the relation of any arbitrary two blocks (each block
in ��-tree only knows about the other three blocks, its parent and two
children).

Algorithm 2 Fast Substrate Noise-Aware Floorplanning

Input: Analog BPDG ��, Digital BPDG ��

1: Floorplanning with analog blocks with ��

2: Inflate the analog floorplan and make a virtual block ��

3: Floorplanning with digital blocks and �� with ��

V. FAST SUBSTRATE NOISE-AWARE FLOORPLANNING

Our floorplanning algorithm efficiently examines discrepancy be-
tween a BPDG and an instance of sequence pair or��-tree for fast sub-
strate noise estimation using the theorems in Section IV. The overall
algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.

We first floorplan the analog blocks only based on an analog BPDG,
as the preference in the analog BPDG will result in a substrate-noise
robust analog floorplan. The packed analog floorplan is treated as a
virtual block, and inflated to insert whitespace around analog blocks as
a guard ring. Finally, the virtual block is packed together with all the
other digital blocks to get the final floorplan.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implement the proposed algorithm in C++ by modifying a simu-
lated annealing-based floorplanner, Parquet [23].1 We perform experi-
ments on Pentium4 Linux machines, and modify MCNC1 benchmarks
(ami33, ami49) and two randomly generated larger benchmarks (n75
with 75 blocks, n100 with 100 blocks) by choosing about 30% of the
blocks in each benchmark as analog blocks and carefully generating
frequency characteristics of all the blocks. All blocks are soft with
��� � �	
 � ��� aspect ratio constraint. All process dependent
parameters are the same as in [5] and [10].

To show the fidelity of BPDG, we plot the normalized total substrate
noise by the number of violations from one benchmark circuit in Fig. 6.
It shows that normalized substrate noise increases near linearly as the
number of violations increases. The range over 50% of maximum viola-
tions shows high fidelity with less than 6% and 9% in Fig. 6(a) and (b),
respectively. Since the typical number of violations during simulated
annealing falls in this high fidelity range, the number of violations in

1[Online]. Available: http://vlsicad.eecs.umich.edu/BK/parquet

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH SEQUENCE PAIR (-SP) AND � -TREE (-BT)

�, �� , and �� denote total area, the number of violations, and total
substrate noise on analog blocks, respectively. � , �� , and �� are the
reference values of �, �� , and �� , respectively.

for bpdg-sp and bpdg-bt, each side of the virtual analog block is inflated
by 0.6% as a whitespace(guard ring) insertion.

ws means whitespace, and norm noise means normalized total substrate
noise on analog blocks.

sequence pair or ��-tree can be a good indicator of the amount of
substrate noise on analog blocks.

Table II summarizes various algorithms we experiment and the cor-
responding results. The number of violations is counted for bpdg-sp
and bpdg-bt by the theorems in Section IV, whereas substrate noise
is computed for modl-sp and modl-bt based on the substrate noise
model, i.e., (5). Current floorplan instance’s substrate noise on the
analog blocks is obtained after every movement inside the simulated
annealing loop. Each number in the table is generated by taking the
average of numbers obtained over 250 floorplans. All experiments
are scheduled by Parquet, and stopped after the same number of
movements for each benchmark. The final noises for all algorithms
are computed based on (5).

From Table II, parq-sp shows the best area and cpu time (thus, 0%
overhead), but the worst noise for all benchmarks as expected. The cpu
time of bpdg-sp is significantly smaller than that of modl-sp for all
benchmarks; bpdg-sp is 73� faster than modl-sp on average. The area
overhead of bpdg-sp is slightly smaller for the three larger benchmarks
as well than modl-sp. Last, bpdg-sp shows less total substrate noise
than modl-sp. The same experimental simulations are performed again,
but with ��-tree (parq-bt, bpdg-bt, and modl-bt). It shows that the
proposed approach, bpdg-bt is 33� faster modl-bt on average with
highly comparable area overhead and less noise.

VII. CONCLUSION

We propose substrate noise-aware floorplanning for mixed signal
SOC with fast substrate noise estimation powered by block prefer-
ence directed graph (BPDG) with sequence pair and ��-tree. The ex-
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perimental results show that BPDG-based substrate noise estimation
can speed up the sequence pair based floorplanning by 73� and the
�
�-tree based floorplanning by 33�, comparing with the conventional

full-blown substrate noise simulation-based floorplanning.
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Efficient Distributed On-Chip Decoupling Capacitors
for Nanoscale ICs

Mikhail Popovich, Eby G. Friedman, Radu M. Secareanu, and
Olin L. Hartin

Abstract—A distributed on-chip decoupling capacitor network is pro-
posed in this paper. A system of distributed on-chip decoupling capacitors
is shown to provide an efficient solution for providing the required on-chip
decoupling capacitance under existing technology constraints. In a system
of distributed on-chip decoupling capacitors, each capacitor is sized based
on the parasitic impedance of the power distribution grid. Various tradeoffs
in a system of distributed on-chip decoupling capacitors are also discussed.
Related simulation results for typical values of on-chip parasitic resistance
are also presented. The worst case error is 0.003% as compared to SPICE.

Index Terms—Decoupling capacitors, power distribution systems, power
noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

Decoupling capacitors are widely used to manage power supply
noise [1]. Decoupling capacitors are an effective way to reduce the
impedance of power delivery systems operating at high frequencies
[2]. A decoupling capacitor acts as a local reservoir of charge, which
is released when the power supply voltage at a particular current load
drops below some tolerable level. Since the inductance scales slowly
[3], the location of the decoupling capacitors significantly affects the
design of the power/ground (P/G) networks in high performance inte-
grated circuits (ICs) such as microprocessors. At higher frequencies,
a distributed system of decoupling capacitors is placed on-chip to
effectively manage the power supply noise [4].

The efficacy of decoupling capacitors depends upon the impedance
of the conductors connecting the capacitors to the current loads and
power sources. As described in [5], a maximum parasitic impedance
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